Secure Systems & Technologies (SST) is your one-stop solution provider,
manufacturer and service partner, where data security is paramount, whether in the office or in the most demanding
of environments. Whenever you have requirements for special environmental or security considerations to
be met, SST can accommodate, either from its extensive range of standard products or through the provision
of customized engineering solutions. With many years of experience in communications security, encryption,
EMC, harsh or constrained environments and TEMPEST, SST is your partner of choice. Located in a state of the
art, purpose built facility in Gloucester, England, research and development, manufacture and testing resources
are combined, further improving efficiency and reducing the time between conception and deployment.

Security

Enhancements:

SST

works

closely

with security product companies to ensure seamless integration of
approved encryption and security capabilities into its product range.
Secure memory devices, Smart Card Readers, Secure KVM Switches,
Fibre Isolation Switches, disk encryption software and encrypted disk
modules have been tested and proven in many customer applications.

TEMPEST:

SST, in partnership with global market leaders, provide value-engineered TEMPEST

solutions, based on commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) products. Owing to our strategic partnerships we are
able to offer the latest range of servers, personal computers, notebooks and mobile equipment backed
by the resources of these major Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM’s) and built by us to the specific
configurations preferred by the information security community. To complete the range SST offers a range
of monitors, printers and scanners, as well as communications modules such as routers, hubs and switches.
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TEMPEST PRODUCTS
SECURE PRODUCTS FOR A
MORE SECURE WORLD

SDIP-27 Level A, B and C TEMPEST Equipment
Computing

Mobile Computing

SST provides a complete range of computing solutions to
suit any operating environment.

Particularly known for its expertise in producing mobile
TEMPEST solutions, SST provides a large range of mobile
products suitable for the target environment.

PC’s include the hugely expandable SC2800 PC, the
extremely powerful SC2900 workstation and the small form
factor SC7800.

From the fully featured SN6730 for ‘mobile office’ use
through to the fully rugged MIL-STD-810F TEMPEST laptop
suitable for deployment in any environment.

Designed to meet more specific needs, from the elegant
all-in-one SC1000 to the completely sealed, robust SC800
immune to sand, dust, high temperature and humidity, SST
offers a wide range of products to meet your requirements.

SST also provides case-based solutions incorporating
TEMPEST items and including multi-bearer communication,
crypto provision and power management for immediate
deployment around the world.

The extensive Thin Client range ensures secure computing
based on industry standard platforms.

Communications

Displays

Securely connecting people and TEMPEST
resources, SST has the expertise.

Standard Displays range from 19” to 24”
Widescreen, with some larger TEMPEST
displays for briefings, video conferencing
and Geographical Information Systems
ranging up to 50”.

TEMPEST VoIP telephones, secure faxes
and video conferencing, networks for the
office or deployed environments, routers,
secure remote access solutions, satellite and
crypto interfaces all combine to ensure that our
customers stay connected.

Imaging & Printing

Enclosures

Selected from best of breed products, SST
provides a full range of scan and
print solutions.

Compact solutions include the SE500 to house USB devices, through
desktop expansion options and crypto housings.

From small mobile printers and scanners
for mobile offices, through personal and
workgroup mono and colour printing
right up to large format colour printing for
effective display of large amounts of detail.
Some options include full IPSEC
implementation on fibre optic network
ports and enhanced security using network
access control devices.

On a larger scale, SST manufacture 10U deployable cases enabling
secure ‘plug and play’ communications and assured interfacing, right
up to fully TEMPEST assured solutions in a 42U rack.
SST also provides a range of integration, documentation and test
services including formal testing of a configured system to SDIP-27
Level A, ensuring the customer receives a fully integrated, working,
tested and documented system with appropriate compliances ready
to be switched on and perform its desired function.

For the full range of SST TEMPEST products please visit www.sst.ws

